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Hallucinate Drugs
SAINT DIANE: What was taught at Camelot on marijuanadeathdrug is that it is a death drug. Jesus Christ considers it
part of the Second Advent Teachings.
The hallucinogen marijuana-deathdrug is a “false
initiation”.
There are the rightful initiations in Christ, in the work
ethic itself. These are the true initiations to be of an Eagle—
where you are working toward a victory and you are not
handed the silver spoon in your mouth. You have worked
for your attainment, your wisdom, your heart intelligence,
your hands and feet are moving in rapid skillful means as
your victory, as your job, that is who you are.
Harry Luce: It is opposite of the Protestant work ethic. It is
not working but non-working.
JESUS CHRIST: It is not even a healing drug as you would
think of an herb but a death drug.

“All hallucinate drugs are poison.”
Mother Mary
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“Ventura Highway”
Prediction of the Second Advent Teachings
In California
"Ventura Highway" is a 1972
song by the band America. The song's
vocalist and writer, has said that the
lyric "alligator lizards in the air" in the
song is a reference to the shapes of
clouds in the sky he saw in 1963 while
his family was driving down the coast
from Vandenberg Air Force Base near
Lompoc, California where they had a
flat tire. While his father changed the tire, he and his brother
stood by the side of the road and watched the clouds and saw a
road sign for "Ventura". Asked to explain the phrase "purple
rain" in "Ventura Highway," artist responded: "You got me."

COMMENTARY: I was a hippie. It is truly a California song—
the highway travel music, the wind blowing from the Pacific
Ocean daily to clean the air, the soft strumming of the guitar
of “swimming with the tide”, the sense of freedom in car
travel, the sense of going somewhere in the mind. And to
think they stop for a flat tire is also how cars back then were
not so perfect and it was a sacrifice to find this freedom of
heart and mind and spirit, seeking in the teachings of Jesus
Christ, all up and down the coast, whether in the encounter
group training or the actual Second Advent Teachings of
Jesus Christ.
ANDREA SELESTOW: The give you no pain is that the Second
Advent Teachings when you finally found them, after all the
false gurus, would give you no pain is the meaning.
Nancy of Oregon: So that you understand, it is very, very
difficult to find the Teachings of Jesus Christ!
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ANDREA SELESTOW: It is
a prophetic song.
I was transplanted
from Chicago to Camelot
in Malibu, California.
And it is where the bulk
of the Teachings were
delivered— at Camelot.
The Teachings veered off
in dhyahi buddhas and
Hinduism was not taught
for animism. The Ranch
teachings were not the
same as at Camelot. They
went into areas just to sell
tapes and books and no
longer had the same initiatic experience as with El Morya
and Kuthumi back at Camelot.
SAINT DIANE: After the move to the Ranch in Montana, the
organization lost its dispensation for the murder of Cam Bui.
But what are teachings are not just words, it is initiatic
experience. What we call the Teachings is going around
Mother Mary’s Cosmic Clock, passing initiations of the 7
Rays, , it is walking the steps of Jesus Christ in initiation
whether in the Bible, Sermon on the Mount or Revelation.
EL MORYA: Mastering the Seven Rays is what students who
came to Camelot or the University had to determine as their
raison d’etre.
KUTHUMI: They had to choose what it was they were
mastering. The Threefold Flame itself— where it is
imbalanced in love, wisdom and power required initiation
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to balance. Even the harsh word towards other is this
imbalance of the Threefold Flame that the students were
required to overcome.
ANDREA SELESTOW: It is the innocence that you learn as
your strength. Not the sophistication of the carnal mind, but
the purity of the childlike mind of which Jesus Christ taught.
SAINT DIANE: That may entail a season working on codependency. It requires that you hit rock bottom. And not
carry yourself always as a know-it-all.
JESUS CHRIST: It is your initiation to ferret out the
Teachings from Camelot and at the Ranch. It is ever part of
your work that you are rightly dividing the Word.
STEVEN ECKL: Even “chewing on grass” is the prediction of
the sheep coming to graze at Camelot. The highway is in the
sky. I was in Chicago, and it is this sense of freedom in this
song, the highway freedom in a car that brings you to find
the Teachings of Jesus Christ.
Nancy of Oregon: Ones who have traveled by car
throughout the US will not feel this flame of liberty. Even
Ronald Reagan found this to be true when he was driving
on the highways.
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COMMENTARY: I am the hippie. Nancy of Oregon would
attend 3 levels of Summit University. And it was how we
traveled, we went by car up and down Highway 5 and did
decrees on the highway. Charging ourselves— absolutely
with the eternal Light— and charging the freeway with the
Light.
And you know what?—it is stronger than moonshine,
than all the hippie talk. Once in the Teachings, it has been
just up, up and away. I even have the option to take my
ascension from inner levels, so when you find the Teachings
of the Second Advent, hold onto your hat, go and find how
to underline the Teachings and apply them in your life. Do
the decrees! Do the underlining!
Nancy of Oregon: The stump teams each quarter of Summit
University would go to San Francisco, Sacramento back to
Camelot in Malibu, California.

COMMENTARY: I was in hippie garb with the tie die t-shirts
but you see this is purple rain! Purple rain is the violet
flame we were taught to give as a decree and to invoke as a
flame of God, even as we will invoke the use of the
Threefold Flame as three flames of God.
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This sense of freedom was throughout California as
the stump teams went all over the State and the students
lived throughout California. And it is the decrees, it the
Threefold Flame blazing of those studying the Second
Advent Teachings.
Nancy of Oregon: The alligators lizards in the sky is what we
have been taught, to be wise as serpent by Jesus Christ.

Ventura Highway
by America
Chewing on a piece of grass
Walking down the road
Tell me, how long you gonna stay here Joe?
Some people say this town don't look
Good in snow
You don't care, I know
Ventura Highway in the sunshine
Where the days are longer
The nights are stronger
Than moonshine
You're gonna go I know
'Cause the free wind is blowin' through
Your hair
And the days surround your daylight
There
Seasons crying no despair
Alligator lizards in the air
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Wishin' on a falling star
Watchin' for the early train
Sorry boy, but I've been hit by
Purple rain
…And the days surround you daylight
There
Seasons crying no despair
Alligator lizards in the air
Songwriter: DEWEY BUNNELL

COMMENTARY: Then you have these lyrics from America:
This is for all the lonely people
Thinking that life has passed them by
Don't give up
Until you drink from the silver cup
And ride that highway in the sky
Also:
Sir Gallahad…so please believe in me.

EL MORYA: The silver cup is the search for Camelot of old,
the search for the Holy Grail in the times of Camelot. I am
King Arthur. People could hear the lilt of the times in song,
and knew Camelot was come again.
COMMENTARY: Of America’s other songs, you see that they
could predict. The song “Horse With No Name” is the
Second Advent Teachings which is the horse with the great
power as the four horsemen as predicted in Revelation.
Here’s going down Highway 5 into Los Angeles— miles and
miles of doing our decrees.
On the first part of the journey
I was looking at all the life
There were plants and birds and rocks and things…
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I've been through the desert on a horse with no name
It felt good to be out of the rain
In the desert you can remember your name
'Cause there ain't no one for to give you no pain

KUTHUMI: In the desert you can remember your name is what
we said to the students— that you leave your bag of karma
at the gate of Camelot. While you are here at Camelot, you
work on your salvation under the Teachings of Jesus Christ.
EL MORYA: This name is the real you. You are not your
synthetic self as I wrote in the Climb the Highest Mountain
book. You are your Threefold Flame. You are about the
raising of the base chakra Light to the higher chakras.
ANDREA SELESTOW: You can see what is the vantage point
Nancy and I have at present in heaven. Stephen Eckl
ascended even while in embodiedment. Thus you see, it
was a part of the California experience, that we would not
be as the first disciples of Jesus Christ, the fishermen and
Paul, but we were ones who could understand already a
United States that had lived in freedom and the grace of
Jesus Christ for the thousands of years and then we were
ready for the inner initiations of Christ.
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EL MORYA: The final mysteries could not be fulfilled until
this time. The fishermen and Paul, were not able to
understand Jesus Christ even if he were to give the
teachings. Even the backdirect teachings was a mere parable
here and there on give away your second coat and turn the
other cheek, in the face of one you have backdirect. Instead
what you see at this time is the full explanation of Mother
Mary’s Cosmic Clock to help you understand backdirect.
With her teaching directly also to both England and the
United States. And Poland.
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